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Shubham Karoti 
Maaitreyi Gurukula

Women's Day

Neeraj Chopra 
surprises VVPians
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The Sanskrit
Department of Vishwa
Vidyapeeth Group of
Schools conducted a

Field Trip to 'Shubham
Karoti Maitreyi

Gurukula', a residential
school where girls

learn various life skills.
Each student knows

more than 10,000
Sanskrit shlokas and is

trained in abacus
classes. A special

event was conducted
called

"Dwadashavadhana"
where students were
made to focus on 12

topics at one time. The
Teachers were amazed
with the discipline and

dedication of the
students and wished

them good luck for the
future.

Shubham Karoti Maaitreyi Gurukula



 
The school celebrated
Women's Day with a

theme of "Competent
Women" to honour

females who can
balance their

obligations in both
their home and

professional lives. The
event kicked off with

a lamp-lighting
ceremony, followed

by a speech from the 

Women's 
Day

director and felicitation from
Ms.Babita Pai. The teachers and

moms then performed and
enjoyed a lavish feast.



Neeraj Chopra, India's first-ever
Olympic champion in track and field,
surprised students at Vishwa
Vidyapeeth, Yelahanka, Bengaluru with
a surprise visit on Saturday. The session
was beautiful as Chopra shared his
thoughts with the youngsters and shared
sweet moments with them.        

It was an emotional moment for the students as they could  
not believe their luck at meeting such an eminent person

Olympic  champion  Neeraj  Chopra  surprises  VVPians



Aditi Simha wins a very unique laurel for VVP!!

A very gifted student of Vishwa Vidyapeeth, Aditi
Simha, won the Gold Medal in the Bhagavad Geeta
memorization competition, at the national level. The
competition was held at Kashi Banaras Hindu
University, where she has hoisted the flag of
Vishwa Vidyapeeth, at the 60th National All India
Sanskrit Competition, which was organized by the
Central Sanskrit University New Delhi... from
March 22nd to 25th, in the premises of Banaras
Hindu University, Kashi. Competitors from all the
states
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